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Dear XYZ

Please find our analysis for your Personalized Career Report – 5 Years.
We thank you for giving us this opportunity to analyse your birth chart. The accuracy of the
predictions depends on the accuracy of the time of birth given to us by you. Kindly note that as per
Vedic Astrology the stars will control only 75% of your life and the critical 25% will be your own
efforts. We wish you luck and pray to God that you overcome all obstacles in your life.

With Warm Regards
B B Sorcer
Astrologer
Team Cyber Astro
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Your Personal Birth Details
Name

XYZ

Date Of Birth

MM/DD/YYYY

Time Of Birth

HH:MM:SS

Place of Birth

City, Country

Highlights of your Vedic Birth Chart
Your Vedic Birth Chart
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Brief Description of your Birth Chart
Ascendant (Lagna)
Ascendant Lord:
Moon Sign (Rashi):
Birth Star (Nakshatra):
Partnership Lord:

Your birth ascendant is Aquarius.
The planet Saturn is the lord of ascendant in your birth chart.
Your Moon sign is Aries.
You were born in Krittika Nakshatra with 1st phase.
The planet Sun represents the house of partnership in your birth chart.

Strong Planets:

There is no such strong planet in your birth chart.

Weak Planets:

The planets‐‐ Jupiter is relatively weak planet in your birth chart.

Exalted Planet(s):
Debilitated Planet(s):
Own House Planet(s):
Mooltrikon Planet(s):
Combust Planet(s):

No planet is exalted in your birth chart.
Jupiter is debilitated in your birth chart.
No planet is placed in its own sign or house in your birth chart.
Mars is Mooltrikona planet in your birth chart.
There is no combust planet in your birth chart.

Career Lord:

Career is signified by 10th house in a birth chart. The planet Mars is the lord of
house of career in your birth chart.

Luck Lord:

9th house denotes luck and destiny in life. The planet Venus stands for the house of
luck in your chart.

Planet Strength at a Glance

Planet
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury

Dignity
(Based on
Sign
location)
Friend
Enemy
Moolt.
Grt. Friend

Lordship
VIII
IV
III & X
V & VIII

Jupiter

Debilitated

II & XI

Venus
Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

Enemy
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

IV & IX
I & XII
‐
‐

Functional
Status
Auspicious /
Inauspicious
Inauspicious
Inauspicious
Inauspicious
Auspicious
Inauspicious
Most
Auspicious
Auspicious
Inauspicious
Auspicious

Planet Natal Strengths

Final
Ashtakavarga Judgement
House
Natal
by
Location Sadbal Vimsopakabal
Strength
Astrologer
VIII
1
14
5
Mixed
III
1.42
13
6
Challenging
III
1.36
13
4
Mixed
IX
1.23
15
2
Very Good
Most
XII
1.07
13
3
Challenging
X
V
XI
V
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0.99
1.38
‐
‐

13
12
16
7

3
5
‐
‐

Mixed
Good
Mixed
Good

Your natal affinity to choice, motivation & preference of career path
 Choice of career as per your “Varna”.
From our natal chart, our Varna is calculated based on the Nakshatra location of Moon in our natal
chart.
The original Varnashram was created to assign the division of labor in the production and
distribution system of the economy. A person’s Varna indicated his core competence based on his
personality and intrinsic nature to be best suited for a particular function in the society. It was not a
hereditary system.
We give below the different functions associated with each of the 4 Varna classifications.
In Bhagavat Gita, Lord Sree Krishna had mentioned about 4 Gunas, based on which 4 Varnas were
created according to the kind of work (Karma), a person is supposed to perform in his/her life as
per the qualities the person has inherited based on environment and circumstances and past Karma.
These 4 kinds of works are necessary to maintain the smooth functioning of the society. These
qualities were purely based on the person’s natural talents and skill. This was an unique system but
later on it got degenerated into the evils of Cast system which was purely based on heredity. Man is
essentially a social animal. For his survival and prosperity, he has to interact with other people
also. He has clear cut duties and responsibilities towards performing special functions which help
the society to sustain and to grow and make progress.
These 4 Varnas are as follows:
People who by choice and independently, are involved in production and distribution of goods and
services belong to “Vaishya Varna”.
People who by choice offer their services to others in the society based on their special skill and
strength belong to “Kshatriya Varna”.
People who by choice offers their labour and skill completely to and individual or to an
organization against fixed wages belong to “Shudra Varna”.
People who are not directly involved in any production or distribution of goods and services but
have special skill and wisdom for which the society collectively recognizes and rewards or
compensates them materially belong to “Brahman Varna”.
In today’s global economy, the choices of professions or the different kinds of work that people
perform are vast than what they were in ancient times, and every day new profession or new areas
of work are emerging, but at fundamental level this classification into 4 Varnas are still very much
valid.
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As per your horoscope, Vedic astrology can decide you belong to which of the 4 Varnas. This is
strictly based on your chart and has nothing to do with your hereditary status. A brahman’s child
can be shudra or vice versa.
Your birth chart indicates that you belong to Kshatriya Varna. So, the career related with same can
be said the most suitable work field for you.
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 Choice of career as per the sign elements and sign types.
Table of planets sign type and sign elements
Type of Sign/Elements of
Sign

Fire

Earth

Air

Cardinal

Mo,
Ma

Ju

Me
Ve

Fixed
Mutable

Water

Ra

Su

Sa,
Ke

10th House
Your 10th house from Ascendant is “Scorpio” sign. This is “Fixed” sign type with “Water”
element.
Your 10th house lord is located in “Aries” sign. This is “Cardinal” sign type with “Fire” element.
Career Choice as per sign type
Majority of Planets in your chart are located in Mutable signs and in Fire & Air Elements.
Mutable signs fit the native to become a better servant than master: an agent, messenger, clerk,
traveller, teacher, editor, speaker: but unless the nativity shows exceptional success he would do
best in the employ of others. It sometimes denotes occupations in which uniform is worn, or work
in institutions and public companies or where public commodities are dealt with.
Career Choice as per sign element
Fiery signs give ingenuity and energy, and the native to study mechanics and to follow any trade or
profession in which fire is a necessary element in the production of the goods handled, sold, or
worked with.
Airy signs denote skill in some literary occupation, scientific pursuits or any profession wherein
the mind and brain are more exercised than the body. It would make the native a lawyer, writer,
mathematician, draughtsman, designer, artist, clerk, reporter, teacher, novelist, poet, etc.
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 Career preference as per 10th house of your birth chart.
Venus in the tenth house denotes success in life and high moral stamina. It favours artistic or
musical pursuits and gives general prosperity, also the favour and good esteem of exalted persons.
The native has merit and ability, is generally very well disposed and succeeds through possessing a
pleasant and agreeable manner. If in trine or sextile aspect with Jupiter, the native will have some
social distinction, or good reputation with great financial success at some period of life.
If afflicted, the influence of Venus is not materially affected, but there is a lack of opportunity to
express ability. The adverse aspects of the Moon are not favourable to Venus, and they affect this
benefic planet more unfavourably than the aspects of the planets, but on the other hand, the
favourable aspects of the Moon to Venus are particularly good. The position favours marriage,
money and friendships, also those occupations, arts or businesses where the needs of women are
catered for, such as milliner, modiste, fancy confectioner, etc.
Venus relates to refined and artistic occupations and all business directly concerned with females,
adornment, finery, jewellery, amusements, pleasure, luxury, etc.

 Career preference & motivation as per Sun Nakshatra.
Sun is located in Virgo in Krittika Nakshatra in your chart whose lord is Mars.
You are best suited in retail business dealing with daily necessities of mankind. You can be
involved in any kind of public transportation system. You can be involved in teaching and
academic administration work. Any kind of special craftsmanship will be your forte. You can also
shine in acting or related work with any entertainment platform and media.
You will prefer such work which will demand less of labor whether it is physical labor or mental
work. You will never be comfortable with such work which will demand too much stress or strain.
You will be more comfortable with leisurely creative and artistic or academic work which does not
involve targets or deadline. You will be only interested in such work where you can apply your
higher skill or specialized knowledge. Political science, social sciences, education administration
and policy, journalism where you have to use your wit, analytical power and communication skill
will be most preferable.
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 Your career connection with 6 house & 10 house.
Your 6th lord Moon is placed in the 3rd house with swagruhi Mars in your horoscope. It is
considered as good placement of the 6th house Lord. Mars and Jupiter both are influencing the 6th
house in your horoscope. 10th house of career Lord Mars is placed in the 3rd house and it is also
considered as the good placement of the 10th house Lord in your horoscope. Placement of the
Venus in the 10th house is average since it is placed in an inimical sign and Mercury is well-placed
in the 9th house of destiny being the trine Lord in your horoscope. You will do well in career and
you will be able to build your own fortune and architect of your own fate. There may be some
changes in career or else change of job. Ascendant is the foundation of an horoscope and in your
horoscope, its Lord Saturn although is well-placed in the 5th house however it is afflicted by
malefic Ketu thus the strength of your horoscope in general can be termed as moderate.
 Astrologer’s comments on choice of your present career.
Career related to energetic profession, military, factories, sports will remain ideal and conducive
for you in the long run.

 Astrologer’s recommendation for alternative career choices.
Amatyakaraka Sun in your horoscope suggests that you are into the OK line of profession as
administrative career or career related to operations and administration will remain highly
auspicious for you to thrive.
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Competence and career highlights as per your birth chart
 Your competence with Self-Employment/Business or Job.
Your 7th Lord Sun is ill-placed in the 8th house of misfortune and aspected by weak Jupiter in
your horoscope. Mars is the 10th house of career and business Lord. Mars is well-placed in the 3rd
house with Moon. It indicates that you are restless, perhaps high-strung, and probably have an
abundance of nervous energy.
You have an intense belief in your own ideas. You are alert, determined, and enthusiastic. You
possess an abundance of mental energy. Developing analytical thinking is important, as impulsive
thinking will bring difficulties. There can be problems with siblings or neighbors. There will be
many short journeys. Energy is expended in neighborhood activities. You possess intellectual
curiosity and may well express your true feelings through speech, poetry or writing.
Intellectualizing your feelings is probable. There is a strong need for communication and for
gathering information, which is later shared with people in general or women in particular. You
have a fine sense of humor and like to joke and play around. Travel appeals to you because it
affords new opportunities for learning. Routine of any kind probably bores you and you are
constantly looking for variety. Your ideas change at a moment's notice and you are forever flexible
and adaptable to any situation. Learning is perhaps better accomplished through listening rather
than reading. Your mind can be quite emotional at times. Concerning vocation: the emphasis is on
communication and information exchange. Your personality gathers, shares and reacts to
information. This position represents the intermediary, the go-between, and the dissemination
functions.
 Astrological potential for professional recognition & Success.
Your 10th lord Mars is placed in the 3rd house with the 6th house Lord in your horoscope and it is
aspected by benefic Mercury as a result such placement will give good results as far as career
related matters are concerned. Venus is placed in the 10th house and it indicates that your pleasant
disposition and harmonious nature make you popular in your career and with the world at-large.
People seem to want to do nice things for you, which can lead to laziness if you abuse this energy.
You have a loving and friendly approach to the world with a general attitude of optimism. This
placement can be favorable for public speaking and singing. Your voice may be used to please and
inspire people. This position usually grants comfortable financial circumstances.
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 Astrological potential for financial success.
2nd house of income Lord Jupiter is placed in the 12th house of expenses and adversities and too in
debilitated condition and it is a negative signature for financial matters. Rahu is placed in the 11th
house of gains. Retrograde Mars being the 10th house of career Lord is placed in the 3rd house
with Moon. You will slowly and gradually do well in career and there will be supine progress and
occasionally things may remain slightly frustrating. This indicates that your earnings will show
good rise or else you will have strong potential to earn decent money. You will struggle to amass
good fortune or wealth. Your overall financial status in life shall remain moderate not very sound.
You will be able to carve a niche of yourself and forge ahead in life. At times higher expenses and
slow growth rate of finance may make you morose and pensive. You need to be judicious while
dealing with fiscal matters.
 Astrological indication for frequent or minimum change in career.
Most of the planets are evenly placed in Cardinal and Mutable signs hence there will be minimal
changes in life related to career and you may opt for change of job as well.

 Level of efforts/slogging and responsibilities as per birth chart.
Your 10th House Score is: 28
Your 11th House Score is: 30
Reward to Effort ratio in your chart is 1 indicating that your efforts will meet with moderate
success.
Your 10th of career and business Lord Mars is well-placed in its own sign however Mars is
retrograde but Mars is influencing the 9th and 10th house, its own sign or house in your horoscope
therefore you will definitely do well in career and can reach to a top position in the organization.
Venus is posited in the 10th house of career or profession. Therefore you may get good rewards for
your efforts. You will get decent success in your endeavour.
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 Your relationship and emotional quotient with people in interaction.
Aquarius ascendant could make you altruistic, friendly, yet detached, impersonal, humanitarian,
sociable, intellectual, freedom-loving, rebellious, independent, and unusual. You are here to learn
altruism, brotherhood, and working for the common good, to forget yourself and your needs for the
sake of your friends, who can also be strangers. You have new and different ways of looking at
things. You can be very original and inventive, perhaps eccentric or bohemian. You are prone to
uncertain and sudden impulses. You tend to be very intuitive, possessing a good mind. You have
organizing ability and are capable and practical. You are intelligent, but sometimes cold and
calculating where feelings are concerned. There is a certain detachment about you. You cannot
stand possessiveness and jealousy and you require plenty of freedom.
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Career milestones as per major planetary transit in your birth chart
 Four major milestones in career as per relation between transiting Saturn &
natal Sun.
1st Milestone Period for your Career:
10/9/2009 to 11/14/2011
5/16/2012 to 4/7/2012
10/22/2038 to 6/3/2039
7/13/2039 to 1/27/2041
6/2/2041 to 9/25/2041
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit in the same sign where your Natal Sun is
situated. Therefore the position of transiting Saturn and Natal Sun in the same house could give a
climax in your career.
2nd Milestone Period for your Career:
1/27/2017 to 6/20/2017
10/26/2017 to 1/23/2020
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit through the 4th house from your Natal Sun
in your birth chart. Therefore the 4/10 relation between transiting Saturn and Natal Sun indicates
going for a new job/career during the above said period.
3rd Milestone Period for your Career:
2/6/1995 to 10/7/1995
2/17/1996 to 4/16/1998
3/30/2025 to 3/5/2027
10/20/2027 to 2/23/2028
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit through the 7th house from your Natal Sun
in your birth chart. Therefore the relation between transiting Saturn and Natal Sun 7th to each other
indicates temporary/permanent break in your career.
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4th Milestone Period for your Career:
7/23/2002 to 7/31/2003
8/4/2003 to 6/8/2004
1/13/2005 to 5/25/2005
5/31/2032 to 7/12/2034
During the above said period Planet Saturn will transit through the 10th house from your Natal Sun
in your birth chart. Therefore 10/4 relation between transiting Saturn and Natal Sun indicates that
you will reach to the peak point in your professional life. It could very well happen that after this
point you may again reach a higher level by changing your line or you had reached a point of
climax and your chart indicates outstanding transit strength of Saturn or an extraordinarily
favorable Dasha for career growth.

 Major milestones for change in career per Rahu / Ketu transit through 10th
house.
9/9/2017 to 3/22/2019
9/20/2020 to 3/16/2022
11/26/2026 to 5/23/2028
2/4/2030 to 8/8/2031
4/13/2036 to 10/19/2037
4/8/2039 to 12/9/2040
6/15/2045 to 2/25/2047
12/19/2043 to 6/14/2045
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Overall career prediction for Next 5 Years
(Based on Karma Index & Planetary Dasha Syatem)
Karma Index Table

From Date

To Date

Soul Wealth Efforts Happiness Creativity Disease Spouse Windfall Destiny Vocation Desire Detachment

Karma

01-Mar-2017

31-Aug-2017

282

-994

51

-218

-625

-386

-356

-541

-416

299

-1185

-456

-133

01-Sep-2017

28-Feb-2018

160

442

142

92

344

396

301

230

352

-57

397

372

512

01-Mar-2018

31-Aug-2018

241

596

958

275

215

672

418

615

635

752

409

285

875

01-Sep-2018

28-Feb-2019

-17

422

899

-11

231

559

203

547

611

396

380

102

594

01-Mar-2019

31-Aug-2019

127

466

10

311

162

219

297

337

386

79

275

42

513

01-Sep-2019

29-Feb-2020

27

168

295

151

68

252

98

177

322

147

118

24

349

01-Mar-2020

31-Aug-2020

-13

-465

887

-462

-380

-28

-239

235

154

544

-660

-641

141

01-Sep-2020

28-Feb-2021

-160

-432

397

-342

-373

-68

-296

-50

28

137

-473

-537

-132

01-Mar-2021

31-Aug-2021

-54

95

-156

269

-150

-102

20

164

228

11

-96

-416

174

01-Sep-2021

28-Feb-2022

-258

-670

527

-19

-416

-241

-464

17

221

272

-717

-816

-37

Best >= 600

Mixed < 600 And >= 200

Average < 200 And >= 30
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Worst < 30

 Table’s of Planetary Dasha period.
Main Period / Sub period / Sub-Sub Period Table
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Year wise detailed prediction for upcoming Five Years
During the next five years, you will be undergoing Saturn sub period in main period of Jupiter
ruling till November, 2018. Next commence Mercury sub period ruling till February, 2021. Next
commence Ketu sub period
ruling beyond 2021. Jupiter is considered as a functional malefic
planet and Ketu is an incendiary for your ascendant whereas both Mercury and Saturn are
considered as auspicious planets for your ascendant and in your horoscope.

 1st Year Career Prediction.
You will be undergoing Jupiter main and sub period of Saturn during next one year. Saturn in
transit will be favourable for you during this phase and provide you with good working capacity as
well as work opportunities. Saturn will give you the vision and skills to improve the methodology
of work making it more efficient and better. Similarly, Saturn in transit will help you in receiving
admiration from your higher ups for your good work and hard efforts. Negative thoughts will not
remain for long time hence remain patient and put extra energy here. Remain extra careful about
financial matters in professional life. Performance may not be up to the satisfaction of superiors &
relationship with seniors may be strained. You may feel overstressed and dissatisfied at work
place.
2

nd

Year Career Prediction.

You will be undergoing Saturn sub period in the main period of Jupiter during this period of time.
You may require to stay late in office or log in extra office hours to finish works on urgent basis
and your commitment to delivery of work within span of time must remain intact. You will try to
maintain discipline, honesty, sincerity and integrity in your professional life and this will be your
greatest strength. There are chances of professional elevation or subject to getting reward and
recognition for your hard work and sincerity. Some of the people around you may try to demean
and undermine your efforts and achievements. Your health condition may not enable you to
complete your pending tasks on time. So you should take care of your health and finances.
3

rd

Year Career Prediction.

You will be undergoing Saturn sub period in main period of Jupiter too during this third year. It
would be prudent for you to review your performance and decisions periodically. You will also
face reality checking therefore this will further offering you much wisdom and practical sense. You
will have to make sincere efforts positively to make yourself more competent and improving the
prevailing condition. You will develop a more awakened mindset. You can gain new perspectives
through constantly churning your mind and discussing with your well-wishers. You must analyze
your ideas and goals for complexion of any pending task or work. You may be under pressure to
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perform this time around. You may have to work hard and assume more responsibility this time
around. Stick to basic work practices to avoid confusion.
th

 4 Year Career Prediction.
You will be undergoing Mercury sub period in the main period of Jupiter and this period will
remain more or less good for your career. You are likely to be a hard worker and may not mind
putting in long hours to get your job done and that may help your progress. You may have new
plans to implement and also you would churn out new things. You will now learn to be more
disciplined and the disciplines that you set at your home will allow you to give your best to the
career. You may remain diligent in your endeavour and shall discharge your duties with utmost
sincerity and precision. Many demands will be made on you during this phase. You will have to
define clearly what you want to achieve, and work hard to attain your goals. Do not try to assert
yourself overtly and remain open to useful suggestions.
th

 5 Year Career Prediction.
You will be undergoing Ketu sub period in the main period of Jupiter. You will try to act in more
confident manner here. You may have some problems and odds to face during this period. Remain
focused on task at hand and try to divert your tensions in positive way. Patience is the key here.
You may be under pressure to perform this time around. You may have to work hard and assume
more responsibility this time around. Stick to basic work practices to avoid confusion. You can
expect some stressful working milieu and also hectic and erratic working schedule. New relations
and contact will be developed with top authorities. Your enthusiasm and energy level will be
average however you are advised to pull up socks and take things in your stride. Sporadically this
period may cause you some flutter.
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Career Highlights for Next Five Years
 Possibility for change in present job or location, will be it be good or bad?
You would be passing through the sub periods of weak and evil planets during the next five years.
As a result of which, broadly you would find the period ahead to be moderate from professional
point of view. Despite of the above, the following periods appear to be comparatively supportive as
far as your professional career is concerned:
July 2017 to September 2017
March 2018 to August 2018
September-October 2019
January-February 2020

 Time period to expect promotion or reward with present job/career.
As mentioned above, the period ahead is moderate from professional point of view. Despite of the
above you might anticipate the following periods to be supportive for bring further improvement in
your professional career:
July 2017 to September 2017
March 2018 to August 2018
September-October 2019
January-February 2020
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 Is there setback in present career? If yes, when?
You might find the periods mentioned below to be somewhat upsetting from professional point of
view. Therefore you should remain watchful at workplace and avoid taking any kind of
professional/financial risk:
February 2017 to April 2017
January-February 2018
December 2018 to March 2019
July-August 2019
November 2019

 Is there short term or long term foreign assignment? If yes, when?
You are already pursuing career in foreign land. Therefore the question had no relevance in your
case.
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Karmic introspection with respect to your career
Seed/trigger/result table for Pursuit of Vocation and pursuit of Wealth

Pursuits

Seed stage

Trigger stage

Result stage

Pursuits for 'Dharma' (Vocation)

9th house

1st house

5th house

Pursuits for 'Artha' (wealth)

6th house

10th house

2nd house

Pursuits

Seed

Trigger/span

Results

Pursuits for 'Dharma' (Vocation)

25

37

30

Pursuits for 'Artha' (wealth)

33

28

25

You will observe that Pursuit of Vocation matrix is higher when we go from seed to trigger stage.
But then at results stage, it dips down in comparison to trigger stage. This indicates that you can do
well in your professional life but at times you may have to put in sufficient efforts to derive full
satisfaction from your profession.
You will observe that when it comes to pursuit of wealth in your day to day life, the Karmic
indications are slightly lower in the result score. This indicates that you may have to work hard to
amass wealth to your satisfaction.
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Answers to your specific career concern
 Your Concern:
No salary increase from last 4 years. Will it ever get better? How can I control my anger at work?
How can people trust me?
 Our Answer:
Till January, 2017, you had been undergoing Shani Dhaiya and may be because of the same and
debilitated Jupiter main period, there has been no revision of pay structure for you. Things will
definitely get better with the passage of time and I feel that you will get increment during third
quarter this year failing which you would definitely get much-awaited increment in remuneration
during second half 2018.
2019 looks better in terms of career related matters and there may be significant jump in pay scale
thanks to the Mercury sub period as this benefic planet is posited in the 9th house of destiny in
your horoscope.
Frustration of not getting increment in remuneration is manifesting in your demeanour with your
others at work, as you tend to give vent to your angry feelings to other. You need to learn how to
control emotion, as work place is an ideal place where you can show or throw your tantrums on
others as it will portray you in a negative line. You should meditate daily in order to have better
grasp over your mind and anger so that you can know when to control the anger. Yoga, meditation
and Pranayaam should help you to deal with anger management quite effectively.
You cannot make people trust you as loyalty or trust cannot be built in a day rather it takes years to
build trust among people about someone or somebody. Your deportment may have acted against
you and caused the trust deficit among you and people around you. It is a long-drawn process.
However with the change in your deportment, you can certainly help people to reinforce trust in
you and start believing and reposing faith on you and your ability. You need patience and proper
guidance in this direction. Recite Hanuman Chalisa regularly as this will help you to calm down
your agitated and petulant mind.
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Astrological Remedies to enhance your professional potentials
Currently you are under the influence of main period of debilitated Jupiter. You must wear
Planetary Yantra for Jupiter during this main period of Jupiter.
You may also choose to wear a Blue Sapphire of about 5 carats in potency/weight studded in a
gold or silver ring, the middle or long finger of your right hand. The gemstone should be worn
regularly but first put it on a Saturday morning, after bath & prayers. It will boost up the positive
effects of your natal Saturn. This is your life stone. You must wear it throughout your lifetime.

In order to know more about the remedies given above, please click on the links below:
 Planetary Yantra for Jupiter:
https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/planetary_yantra.asp
 Blue Sapphire Gemstone:
https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/gems_bluesapphire.asp

May God Grant You Peace & Prosperity in your life.
With Warm Regards
B B Sorcer
Astrologer
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